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DEC 14, 2016: SANTA FE, NM—This delightful story of the author’s experiences
trying to “raise” a difficult butterfly is filled with joy and wonder as the two learn to
communicate in the world they share. (ISBN 978-1-929115-32-7, $19.95, 
32 pages, 4-color illustrations throughout, flexibound, May 2017). And page by page,
the enchanting illustrations show us what that world must look like to a small
caterpillar on its way to becoming a beautiful “painted lady.”

Though carefully tended by its owner, the butterfly does not like the food that’s
offered. Through trial and error, the author discovers what the butterfly wants, and
they learn to love each other. The book will appeal to young children as it helps them
develop sensitivity to the small creatures of the world. It is published by Terra Nova
Books (www.terranovabooks.com), an independent publisher in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, whose books are distributed to the trade by SCB Distributors of Gardena,
California (800-729-6423). 

Author and illustrator Jaenet Guggenheim has four other books to her credit: Herman
and Poppy Go Singing in the Hills (text and illustrations), Grow Grow Grow
(illustrations), JNG Cartoons, and Triassic Hall (written with Dr. Spenser G. Lucas).
She received her degree in film from the University of Southern California. Her
hometown was Santa Fe, New Mexico.

For further information, contact Scott Gerber at publisher@terranovabooks.com or
505-670-9319.
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New Azro Press
Children’s Book,
The Fussy Little
Butterfly, Now
Available from 
Terra Nova Books

The Fussy Little Butterfly | AUTHOR: Jaenet Guggenheim | 32 pages | ISBN 978-1-929115-32-7
$19.95, flexibound | PUB DATE: May 2017 | For more information, contact Scott Gerber, 
(505) 670-9319, Publisher@TerraNovaBooks.com

Learn more about The Fussy
Little Butterfly and author
Jaenet Guggenheim:

www.TerraNovaBooks.com/
the-fussy-little-butterfly

www.TerraNovaBooks.com/
browse-authors.html#
JaenetGuggenheim




